
Subject: ArrayCtrl and accept row
Posted by forlano on Sun, 21 Aug 2011 22:03:15 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hello,

I've an ArrayCtrl with several ctrls in the row embedded via .Edit().
When a row is being edited the left click on any row different by that edited provocate the
accepting of the data and the insertion finish. 

Now I would like to prevent that the mouse left click produce the end of the editing. Instead the
row editing must finish only pressing some button, let's say btnAccept. Only with this button the
data are going to be accepted (and eventually checked). Is it possible? How to perform this task?

Thanks,
Luigi

Subject: Re: ArrayCtrl and accept row
Posted by mirek on Sun, 28 Aug 2011 17:26:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

forlano wrote on Sun, 21 August 2011 18:03Hello,

I've an ArrayCtrl with several ctrls in the row embedded via .Edit().
When a row is being edited the left click on any row different by that edited provocate the
accepting of the data and the insertion finish. 

Now I would like to prevent that the mouse left click produce the end of the editing. Instead the
row editing must finish only pressing some button, let's say btnAccept. Only with this button the
data are going to be accepted (and eventually checked). Is it possible? How to perform this task?

Thanks,
Luigi

It is not yet possible.

I can add this, but before I do, I have to say that in such case I see as better solution separate
dialog for values that are inserted. I do that quite often in my apps...

Subject: Re: ArrayCtrl and accept row
Posted by forlano on Sun, 28 Aug 2011 21:37:12 GMT
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View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

mirek wrote on Sun, 28 August 2011 19:26forlano wrote on Sun, 21 August 2011 18:03Hello,

I've an ArrayCtrl with several ctrls in the row embedded via .Edit().
When a row is being edited the left click on any row different by that edited provocate the
accepting of the data and the insertion finish. 

Now I would like to prevent that the mouse left click produce the end of the editing. Instead the
row editing must finish only pressing some button, let's say btnAccept. Only with this button the
data are going to be accepted (and eventually checked). Is it possible? How to perform this task?

Thanks,
Luigi

It is not yet possible.

I can add this, but before I do, I have to say that in such case I see as better solution separate
dialog for values that are inserted. I do that quite often in my apps...

OK, no problem.
What I really wanted was the full controll on the inserted data but I was unable to get it with
ArrayCtrl. Perhaps I have not used properly WhenAcceptRow.
Instead I managed to obtain it in some way with GridCtrl. 

Luigi 
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